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What do meteorite densities tell 
us about asteroid porosities?



1.A review of the basic data



Meteorites densities 
and (micro)porosities 
can be measured in 
the lab; comparison 
with asteroids is 
striking

Microporosity can be 
attributed to shock 
microcracks, altered 
by weathering

Recall: Meteorite vs. asteroid densities: 
clues to asteroid collisional history 

Mt. Padbury Mesosiderite



Measuring density and 
porosity



Most meteorites have a bulk density of around 3 to 3.5 g/cc. 
CI, CM, and CRs are rich in water (but CRs also are rich in iron). 



Epinal   H5

Fell, September 13, 
1822, in Vosges, 

France



With 
explainable 
exceptions, 
virtually all 
porosity can 
be traced to 

shock-
induced 

microcracks



Mass from moons
To the right: AO images of Eugenia 
and Antiope from Merline et al.

Volume from radiometric 
diameters, lightcurves

Averages for C, S types 
from Mars perturbations

Asteroid densities 



Most asteroids (and other small bodies) are 
either highly fractured, or rubble piles







Most of the dark, 
low-density 

asteroids measured 
to date have no 
water bands… 

if they are made of 
dry (high density) 
material, they are 
very underdense! 







2.How can asteroids stay so porous?



Wilkison et al, 2002: An estimate of Eros’s porosity and 
implications for internal structure, Icarus 155, 94-103

NEAR: Eros (and other Ss) are fractured, not rubble

Ceres Vesta

Eros, Ida, Gaspra Mathilda, Itokawa



The “sorting” 
problem:

Are the rubble 
bits sorted by 
size? If so, 

why?
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posed by high post-shock temperatures (e.g., Lange et al.,

1985). Breccias made from volatile-rich targets are therefore

readily dispersed by gas release during shock decompression

(Kieffer, 1975; Allen et al., 1982; Tomeoka et al., 1999).

Volatile-loss during shock probably explains why CM car-

bonaceous chondrites rarely show shock damage. On Mars,

the abundance of near-surface volatiles such as ice and hy-

drated minerals probably accounts for the lack of breccias,

and the absence of brecciated martian meteorites.

6. Structural history of asteroids

6.1. Consolidation of asteroidal rubble by impacts

We suggest that small S asteroids like Eros, Gaspra, and

Ida probably formed as very porous, gravitational aggregates

that accreted after family-forming impacts. They would ini-

tially accrete with larger fragments in the interior (Wilson

et al., 1999a) and regolith on the exterior. Seismic shaking

during subsequent impacts would ensure that the interior

voids were gradually filled with regolith material. Shock

waves from large craters that penetrated the regolith would

tend to preferentially dissipate energy during the compres-

sion of fine-grained material between megablocks (Fig. 4).

This material would then be consolidated by shock- and

friction-formed, micrometer-sized bridges of silicate melt

and pressure-welded Fe,Ni metal grains. The consolidated

regions would help to connect larger blocks and strengthen

the asteroid so that compressive stress waves could be coher-

ently transmitted. Subsequent large impacts into the asteroid

would create fractures up to several kilometers in length,

increasing the asteroid’s porosity. Periodically, the eroded

asteroid would experience catastrophic impacts that would

shatter and eventually disperse it, producing a new family

of smaller rubble-pile asteroids. Thus the macroporosity and

shear strength of small S-type asteroids may fluctuate as a

result of impacts.

Most C asteroids, except the very largest ones, probably

have macroporosities of 25–50% (Britt et al., 2002). The

higher mean macroporosity of C asteroids relative to S aster-

oids, and the properties of their meteoritic analogs, suggest

that the extent and degree of consolidation was much smaller

in C asteroids. Given the high volatile abundance of most

carbonaceous chondrites, we do not expect C asteroids to

be lithified by localized impact melting. Consolidation by

mild shock should also be less efficient than on S asteroids.

Mathilde lacks grooves at the resolution at which it was

imaged (! 500 m), consistent with this, but it does have a

20-km-long linear feature (see Cheng, 2004).

6.2. Other mechanisms for consolidating asteroids

Studies of chondritic breccias suggest that they and their

parent asteroids were consolidated as a result of diverse

processes operating over their 4.5 Gyr lifetime (Scott et al.,

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Schematic cross-sections showing how a porous rubble pile asteroid

might be consolidated. After the rubble has reaccreted (a), hypervelocity

impacts increase the regolith thickness. Seismic jostling causes the fine re-

golith material to partly fill voids in the rubble (b). A large impact causes

compression and compaction of the fine material beneath the crater weld-

ing the rubble together (c). Later impacts may fracture the coherent layer

producing grooves and ridges like those on Eros and Ida.

1989; Bischoff et al., 2004). Chondritic components were

probably consolidated by low-velocity impacts during aster-

oid accretion (Kurita et al., 1999), and subsequently lithi-

fied by crystal growth during asteroid-wide alteration and

Lionel Wilson et al.:
sorted, relithified rubble?

Wilson, L., Keil, K., Love, S.G., (1999) 
Meteorit. Planet. Sci. 34, 479–483. 

Scott, E. R. D., Wilson, L.  (2005) 
Icarus 174, 46–53.



Porosity is initially “crushed out” of sample
Rarefaction wave creates cracks
Waste energy becomes heat

Shocking a porous material has three effects:

from Bowden (2002) PhD Thesis, University College London



The moon of Mars, Phobos, may be a captured asteroid. Notice 
the soft material making landslides on its surface, and the 

string of grooves that may be evidence of material falling into 
voids in its interior.



The “sifting” problem:
Why don’t the smaller particles sort themselves 

down and fill in the voids? 
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volatile-rich asteroids, such asD, P, C,G, F, B classes, andwould

not operate among the higer temperature material in the S, V, R,

E, M, and Q classes.

Another process that reenforces the segregation of small par-

ticles near the surface are the regolith processes that generate

fine material. Hypervelocity impacts of small meteoroids and

micrometeoroids crush, shatter, heat, and redistribute material

in the upper tens to hundreds of meters of an asteroid. These

regolith processes produce the blanket of fine material that ap-

pear to make up the surfaces of the asteroids imaged to date

(Veverka et al. 1999, Veverka et al. 1997, Greenberg et al. 1996,

Housen et al. 1999). However, this process only operates on the

surface and near-surface zone that is exposed to the impact of

small meteoroids. Assuming that the bulk of the macroporosity

of a rubble pile asteroid is below the surface zone, the major

question is can the fine material that is accreted and generated

on or near the surface move into the major pore spaces in the

interior of the asteroid?

FORCES ON ASTEROIDAL PARTICLES

We propose a simple model to examine the movement of

particles within porous asteroids. In ourmodel forces are limited

to gravitational attraction on the particle that pulls it toward the

center of the asteroid and frictional resistance, which opposes

that movement. It is assumed that these forces are in equilibrium

until jostling within an asteroid, induced by impacts or (more

rarely) close gravitational encounters with other bodies. The

model is illustrated in Fig. 2 where a particle of radius r is

being held on the sides by frictional forces. The local lithostatic

pressure provides the normal force term in the frictional force

equation and there is pore space above and below the particle

permitting it to move under gravitational force if the frictional

forces are overcome. A second assumption is that the body is

roughly spherical. Small asteroids, of course, are not spherical,

but this is a secondary effect that we will address later. These

FIG. 2. Cartoon of our model for the forces on a particle. A particle of

radius r is held in place at the sides by frictional contact with other particles.

The model particle has open space below to allow movement if frictional forces

are overcome.

FIG. 3. Plot of particle radius versus depth for the case where friction force

and gravitational force are equal in a 20-km radius object. For small particles

less than a meter in radius, frictional force rapidly dominates with depth. This

tends to confine the small particles to the surface of asteroids.

forces can be described by two equations:
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As discussed, r is the radius of the particle, R is the particle’s

location within the asteroid, RT is the radius of the asteroid, µ

is the coefficient of friction, " is the bulk density of the particle,

"a is the bulk density of the asteroid, and k1 and k2 are con-

stants relating to the shape of the particle and its contact with

other particles. k2 includes a term for a particle’s relative den-

sity comparedwith surrounding particles. The general case is for

spherical particles that have well-defined contacts, but k1 and k2
will vary with the complexity of packing of particles within the

asteroid.

Setting Eqs. (1) and (2) equal to each other and solving for r

will define the boundary between particles that will move under

gravity and those that are held in place by friction. The "a/"

term denotes the ratio of particle density to asteroid bulk density

and is a rough indication of macroporosity.
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!
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T
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Shown in Fig. 3 is a plot of particle size versus depth, where

the solid line defines the equilibration of gravitational and fric-

tional forces on a particle assuming k1/k2 andµ are on the order

of unity and "a/" is 0.7. The size of the asteroid is set at 20-km

radius to approximate a small asteroid. From Fig. 3 we can see

that frictional forces dominate on small, less than 1-m radius,

particles right to the surface of the object. These smaller parti-

cles are easily held up by friction against falling compared to

larger pieces. The retardation of small particles is a very strong

function of depth. It is easiest to move small particles in the



Cold Welding of Metal 
Asteroids?

Most research is 
on how to avoid 

it in space. Will it 
actually occur 
with meteoritic 

materials?

9

Fig. 6 Maximum adhesion force for the material pairs based on fretting tests against
TiN coated and uncoated HSS.

When the fretting test conditions are stable as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the maximum

observed adhesion force could be used to characterise the adhesion between the test

pair. Accordingly based on the fretting tests for all other material combinations, the

maximum adhesion force was identified and the results are shown in Fig 6. The

grading seen in Fig.6 remained unaffected even when the first 10 highest adhesion

forces were used for grading instead of the single largest value. Another way of

grading the adhesive behaviour is to use normalised force (ratio of adhesive force to

the applied force). The results from such normalisation are shown in Fig 7. While the

normalised force was < 0,5 for the steels and Ti alloy, this value was 0,5 ~1,5 for the

Inconel 718 and Hastolly X indicating the severe adhesion in these cases. However,

adhesion grading on the basis of normalised force is fully comparable to grading

based on maximum adhesive force alone (Fig. 6).

As may be expected for most of the materials the adhesion force is higher when paired

with uncoated HSS. However, in the case of the austenitic stainless steel material, the

adhesion force is higher for the TiN coated HSS than the uncoated one. Another

interesting result is the total absence of adhesion characterised by zero adhesion force

between the ferritic material REMKO and TiN. With the knowledge of the maximum

adhesive force and the information about the area of wear scar on the pin tip obtained

from SEM(see Fig. 8), it is possible to calculate the mean adhesive bond strength !ad

= Fmax/Aad. Finally we can use !ad and yield strength of the pin material !Y to

normalise and quantify adhesion through the relative bond strength B! where B!  =

(!ad/!y). The variation of B! for the materials tested is shown in Fig. 8. Again the

relative bond strength for most of the materials in fretting against uncoated HSS was

always greater than the values observed for TiN coated flats. The only exception

appears to be Hastalloy X.

STUDY OF SOME AEROSPACE MATERIALS IN

FRETTING AND THEIR ADHESION TO PM/HSS TOOL

MATERIAL

European Large Scale Facility
Aerospace Materials Technology Testhouse (AMTT)

Contract Number ERBFMGECT980141
AMTT User N0. 30

Ulf Persson and Hariharan Chandrasekaran

Swedish Institute for Metals Research
Stockholm, Sweden

ARCS Reference : ÖFZS-W-0059 (Mai 2000)



Bottom line:

Destruction and re-accretion provides a 
natural way to size-sort fragments

Friction and cold welding suggests that 
such size sorting may not be necessary!



3.Does spin indicate structure?



Elongated (potato) shapes 
common for asteroids



Cross section model of 2003 EL61, 
long axis on the order of 2000 km!
(Rabinowitz et al., 2005)

Small body spin/
shape characteristics 
can indicate internal 

structure

Ceres imaged by Hubble
(Thomas et al., 2005)
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Hyperion

PandoraJanus Prometheus Epimetheus

Icy moons (e.g. as 
imaged by Cassini) 
also follow this 

pattern, 
with small ones 
potato shaped, 
significantly 
underdense
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Grow on the ends, slump 
to the middle?


